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What the Memorial is

The Memorial to the Shoah of Milan has been created in a part
of the Central Station, once directly accessed from Via Ferrante
Aporti (now Piazza Edmond J. Safra), situated beneath the main
track level and originally designed for loading and unloading
the mail.
Between 1943 and 1945, far from prying eyes, this was where
hundreds of deportees – most of them Jews – were forced
onto livestock cars. Once ﬁlled, these cars were raised one at
a time in a railroad car elevator located between tracks 18 and
19, emerging just outside the great canopy of the passenger
station. Positioned on the tracks, the cars were then assembled
into trains, ready to depart for the concentration camps (Bergen
Belsen, Mauthausen), Italian deportation camps (Fossoli, Verona,
Bolzano) or death camps (Auschwitz-Birkenau).
The Milan Memorial is unique among places of the Shoah
and political deportations in Europe in that it has remained
substantially unchanged from its original form. It was designed
by the studio Morpurgo de Curtis Architetti Associati with
the idea of creating a space that “reminds us to remember”,
rendering homage to the victims of Nazism and Fascism and
the mass killings they perpetrated and representing a living,
dialectical space in which the tragedy of the Shoah can be
actively re-elaborated.
It is a place of commemoration, but also a space for building
the future and promoting civil coexistence. A place of study,
research and exchange, a memorial for those who were, for
those who are, and especially for those who will come.

WHERE WE ARE, HOW TO GET THERE, CONTACT INFO
Piazza Edmond J. Safra 1
M2-M3 Stazione Centrale stop, M2 Caiazzo stop,
Buses 90-91, 92,
www.memorialeshoah.it

HOURS:
Individuals and groups:
Mon,, 10am-7.30pm (ﬁnal admission 7pm).
Tue-Wed-Thurs
and Sun 10am-2.30pm
Guided tours: Monday 6.30pm (without reservation);
for other days
y of the weekk prenotazioni@memorialeshoah.it
Schools:
To make reservations: Please chack the dedicated section on the
website www.memorialeshoah.it/school-tours/?lang=en

Why a Memorial
Why preserve memory? Why
remember? Remembering is a healthy
exercise, it opens hearts and minds, it
allows us to look at the contemporary
world with fewer prejudices and less
ambiguity. Memory protects us from
ideological pressures, from the waves
of hate and suspicion. Memory is the
cultural vaccine that makes us immune
by Ferruccio de Bortoli,
to the germs of anti-Semitism and racism.
honorary President
Those who develop their memories are
of the Foundation of the
better citizens. More alert educators.
Shoah Memorial of Milan
The Memorial to the Shoah is located deep
inside Milan’s Central Station. The large stark spaces were the tragic
theatre for deportations from Italy to the death camps. A shameful
page in Italian history was written there, soon pushed away and
forgotten. The Memorial reconciles Milan with its great civil and
cultural tradition, heals a wound and writes a new chapter of civility
and humanity, after 80 years from the enactment of the Italian race
laws that brought the Holocaust into Italy. A Friday in mid-November
1938 the front pages of the newspapers were dominated by news of
the enactment of the “laws in defence of the race”. That same day, a
small insert mentioned that Enrico Fermi had won the Nobel Prize in
physics. He claimed the prize and, as a protest, he left Italy and never
came back. And a great many Milanese Jews never came back either.
They never came back from Auschwitz. They had left the city from the
bowels of the Central Station, from where the Shoah Memorial now
stands: reminding us to remember.
The Memorial was born from the desire
to gather the historical evidence of all the
tragic events in mid-19th century with an
educational action. From the beginning of
the project the priority has been given to
the call for schools and students to turn
this very site into an educational instrument
with a high emotional impact, especially
for the new generations. The education of
by Roberto Jarach,
President of the
youngsters - right from their early school
Foundation of the
years – to the values of coexistence between
Shoah Memorial
people from different cultures and traditions
of Milan
is the best way to lay the foundations for
a multi-ethnic and multicultural society for the future. Actually,
mainly through the instrument of guided tours, all visitors are
sensitized on the consequences of prejudice and hate, that
express their worst aspects in the various forms of racism and
religious fanatism. Indeed, the ambition of the Memorial is to
provide instruments of deepening of the theme of coexistence
through the rich thematic library, the multimedia centre to share
experiences and values on international subjects, conferences
and debates, theatre performances, book presentations, movie
and documentary screenings, round tables, together with
witnesses of those who have survived deportation, historical and
documentary exhibitions on different themes at the “Bernardo
Caprotti” Exhibition Space.

Visiting the Memorial
THE MEMORIAL IS LOCATED IN AN EXTENSIVE
SUBLEVEL SWITCHING AREA WITH 24 PARALLEL
TRACKS ORIGINALLY BUILT TO LOAD AND
UNLOAD MAIL CARS. IT IS LAID OUT ON TWO
LEVELS: GROUND FLOOR AND MEZZANINE
(APPROX. 6,000 SQM) AND AN UNDERGROUND
LEVEL (APPROX. 1,000 SQM).

GROUND FLOOR AND MEZZANINE
After passing through the main entrance on Piazza Edmond
J. Safra 1, the visitors ﬁnd themselves in a hall dominated by
a long wall bearing the word “INDIFFERENZA” in huge letters
followed by a gash, the quintessence – according to Liliana
Segre, who was deported from this place – of why the Shoah
was possible. This initial admonition stays with the visitor for
the entire duration of the visit to the Memorial. A long ramp
leads from the entrance level up to the mezzanine, taking
visitors around the end of the Wall of Indifference [1] and
out of sight, into the heart of the Memorial. A reception area
and information desk is located at the end of the ramp, with a
coatroom and restrooms at the rear. The tour of the Memorial
itself begins in the third bay. The ﬁrst permanent installation
encountered by visitors – the ﬁrst stop on the guided tour – is
the Observatory [3] and a video by Istituto Luce illustrating

[1] ENTRANCE HALL – “WALL OF INDIFFERENCE”

[2] DEPORTATION PLATFORM
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the original purpose of the area and why, hidden away
from public view, it was so ideally suited to the plans of the
Nazi occupiers. They requisitioned the area in September
1943 and used it until Italy was ﬁnally liberated in 1945 to
create the “special trains” bound for deportation camps,
concentration camps, or death camps. Below the walkway
there is a symbolic plot of stones [3] that evokes both the
bed of the train tracks and the Jewish tradition of placing a
stone in memory of the deceased. In the second bay, behind
the Rooms of Testimony where video interviews with survivors
are shown, there is a space for temporary exhibitions
dedicated to Bernardo Caprotti.
The partition walls built after the War between the third bay
and the track area have been removed to allow access to
the platform where the deportees were loaded onto trains
[2] and the track area. Here the visitors will ﬁnd the original
livestock cars [4] into which the prisoners were forced
amidst shouts, screams and snarling dogs. Some 60 to 80
people were packed into each car – women, men, children,
the elderly – who would travel for days under inhuman
conditions. Loaded with their human cargo and bolted shut,
the cars were then rolled onto a transfer table [5] and moved
sideways to a railcar elevator [5]. Each car was then lifted
out of the bowels of the station into the open air on a siding
between Tracks 18 and 19, just outside the enormous canopy
of the Central Station. Once all the cars were assembled on
this siding, the train departed “for an unspeciﬁed destination”.

[3] THE OBSERVATORY IS AN INSTALLATION THAT CONVEYS THE
SENSE OF DISORIENTATION AND BEWILDERMENT EXPERIENCED
BY THE DEPORTEES BOUND FOR AN “UNSPECIFIED DESTINATION”.
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Below, on another track near the railcar elevator, visitors come
to the Wall of Names [6] with stones recording the dates [6]
and destinations of the trains set into the ﬂoor before it.
At the other end of the platform, a spiral staircase leads to
the Place of Reﬂection [7], a space in the form of a truncated
cone where visitors can stop, think, share, pray.
The project also envisages a dedicated library with a capacity
of some 45,000 volumes, a space for temporary exhibitions,
a bookshop, Fondazione ofﬁces and service facilities, giving
onto Piazza Safra: this part of the Memorial is still under
construction.

UNDERGROUND LEVEL
This level features a 200-seat auditorium for encounters and
discussions, or generally for conferences, conventions or
historical, cultural or social presentations. In the future, it will
also contain the archives and book depository – the “Room of
Memorials” – for the library on the upper ﬂoor.

THE SYSTEMATIC DEPORTATION OF JEWS
Deportations were organized by the Reich Main
Security Ofﬁce (RSHA), Gestapo Ofﬁce IV-B-4 under
the command of Lieutenant Colonel of the SS, Adolf
Eichmann. The Nazi death machine prescribed that
the Jews would travel packed together in livestock
wagons in inhuman conditions made worse by the
burning sun of summer or the freezing winds of winter.
And awaiting them at the end of this torment was the
selection process: slave labour for the “fortunate”, the
gas chamber for the rest. The head of Ofﬁce IV-B-4
in Milan was Otto Koch. He was responsible for the
roundups, arrests, expropriations, interrogations and
torture of the local Jews. He then turned them over
to Helmut Klemm, chief of the German section of San
Vittore prison, who was in charge of the prisoners
until their deportation. He was assisted this task by the
police force of the Italian Social Republic.

THE TRAINS
Between 6 December 1943 and 15 January 1945, the
Central Station was the departure point for twenty
RSHA trains (12 containing only Jews, 5 containing
political prisoners, and 3 mixed). The Jews were
bound for the gas chambers of Auschwitz-Birkenau,
the political and military prisoners for the Nazi
concentration camps.

THE CENTRAL STATION
The design competition organized by the Italian
State Railways for the Central Station was won by the
Florentine architect Ulisse Stacchini in 1912. The station
was built between 1925 and 1931 to give the rapidly
expanding city a new, monumental and efﬁcient train
station.
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[5] LIVESTOCK CARS USED IN THE DEPORTATION TRAINS

[6] TRANSFER TABLE AND RAILCAR ELEVATOR

[7] WALL OF NAMES AND TRAIN MARKERS

[8] PLACE OF REFLECTION
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The Milan Central Station as it appeared in the 1930s. This is where the
deportation trains were assembled: the cars were ﬁlled at street level and
then raised to passenger track level above.

“And then, and then,
and it was Auschwitz
and the deafening
obscene clamour of the
murderers all around us.”
(Liliana Segre)

The entrance to Auschwitz-Birkenau.
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Liliana Segre
and her father
Alberto
(see p. 12).
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Sissel Vogelmann, with her father Shulim. Deported from the Central Station
of Milan on 30 January 1944. Arriving in Auschwitz seven days later,
Sissel was immediately killed in the gas chamber together with her mother,
Anna Disegni. She was 8 years old.

The selection process upon arrival
at Auschwitz-Birkenau (see p. 8).
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The Wall of Names
774 names silently ﬁll this space.
They represent the human cargo on the RSHA trains that left
Milan’s Central Station on 6 December 1943 and 30 January
1944 for Auschwitz-Birkenau. The highlighted names are those
of the 27 deported Jews who survived the Auschwitz-Birkenau
death camp.
àà

LIST OF DEPORTATION TRAINS LEAVING FROM MILAN*
Fossoli

6 December 1943
30 January 1944
11 February 1944
30 March 1944
19 April 1944
27 April 1944
14 May 1944
9 June 1944

Verona

›› Fossoli
›› Fossoli

›› 22 February
›› 5 April

›› Fossoli
›› Fossoli
›› Fossoli

›› 16 May
›› 16 May
›› 26 June

Deportees bound for Auschwitz were
closed into livestock cars, where they
travelled for days, at times under
extreme weather conditions. Upon
reaching their destination, the SS
proceeded with the selection process.
Those who were judged able to work
became slave labourers, the others
– children, the elderly, the sick – were
sent directly to the gas chambers.
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Auschwitz
Auschwitz
Auschwitz
Auschwitz
Bergen Belsen
Auschwitz
Auschwitz
Auschwitz

Photo taken upon arrival
at the Bahnrampe (platform)
in Auschwitz-Birkenau of a trainload
of Jews from Hungary sometime
between late May and mid-June
1944. In the background, the
smokestack of the Krematorium.
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Auschwitz
Birkenau
Bolzano

2 August 1944
›› Verona
17 August 1944
›› Bolzano
7 September 1944 ›› Bolzano
17 October 1944 ›› Bolzano
day and month
›› Bolzano
unknown 1944
15 December 1944 ›› Bolzano
15 January 1945 ›› Bolzano

Auschwitz
Auschwitz
Auschwitz
Auschwitz
Ravensbrück
›› 14 December
and Flossenbürg
›› 2 August
›› 24 October
›› 24 October
›› 24 October

*Source of list of deportees: L. Picciotto Fargion, Gli ebrei in provincia di Milano: 1943/1945.
Persecuzione e deportazione, 2nd ed., Provincia di Milano, Milan 2004

Krematorium II (gas chamber and
ovens) under construction (19421943) viewed from the entrance to
the courtyard.

Reconstruction of the oven room
in Krematorium II of AuschwitzBirkenau. Regarding the number
of Jewish victims of the Shoah
in Italy see www.cdec.it/home2.
asp?idtesto=594#Tavola_1.__
Vittime_della_Shoah_in_Italia
(CDEC, Center for Contemporary
Jewish Documentation).
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LA TESTIMONIANZIA
The
Journey
testimony by Liliana Segre*

During the last days of January,
the ﬁfth cellblock in San Vittore
Prison ﬁlled with Jews coming
in from all over Italy; there were
about seven hundred of us.
[…] At a certain point, I think it
was afternoon, a German came
into the cellblock and read the names of those who were to leave
the following day for an unspeciﬁed destination. There were some
600 names, it went on and on. […]
We all got ready to leave; they distributed paper baskets with
seven portions of crackers, seven portions of mortadella, seven
portions of condensed milk. Why seven? Why seven? How could
I look at my Father? How could I ask him why this was happening
to us?
I kept silent in those ﬁnal hours in San Vittore; but every now and
then I strayed off, running like mad all the way to the top ﬂoor
where the large group cells were to see all those people I didn’t
know who were getting ready to leave, all in the same way. It was
the preannounced deportation. I was part of it too, my Father’s
princess.
The next morning, 30 January 1944, a long line of silent, suffering
people ﬁled out of the ﬁfth cellblock into the prison yard. We
walked through another cellblock ﬁlled with common criminals.
They leaned out over the railings and threw oranges, apples,
biscuits down to us; but most of all, they shouted words of
encouragement, solidarity and blessing! They were incredible;
they were men who, seeing others going to their slaughter for
the simple reason that they were born of one womb instead of
another, felt pity.
It was our last contact with human beings. We were then loaded
brutally onto the trucks. We drove through the deserted city. At the
intersection with Via Carducci, I caught a glimpse of my home at
Corso Magenta number 55 just before it was cut off by the corner
of the tarp: for the last time, for the last time. When we got to the
Central Station, the convoy of trucks drove into the cavernous
sublevel from the Via Ferrante Aporti tunnel; we were unloaded
next to the sidings that are still there in the bowels of the station.
It all happened so quickly. The SS and RSI police wasted no time:
with feet, ﬁsts and truncheons they herded us into the livestock
cars. As soon as the car was ﬁlled, the doors were bolted shut and
the car was lifted in an elevator up to the departure platform.
It was not until they started joining the cars together that any of
us grasped what was happening. Everything had taken place in
the darkness of the sublevels, illuminated with powerful spotlights
only in strategic points, amidst shouts, barking dogs, whistles and
terrifying brutality.
It was dark in the car, there was a bit of straw on the ﬂoor and a
bucket for our needs. The train started moving and seemed to be
headed south. It went very slowly, stopping for hours. Through
the grates we saw the countryside of Emilia in the winter mist
and deserted stations with familiar names. The adults appeared
somewhat relieved that the train was not directed towards the
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border. But in the evening the train switched direction and no
one could sleep. Everyone was crying, no one could accept the
fact that we were heading north, towards Austria; the sound of
the wheels was drowned out by a chorus of sobbing.
A chorus of shouts, calls and pleas issued from the sealed cars:
no one listened. The train started off again. The car was cold and
fetid, the stench of urine, grey faces, stiffened limbs; we had no
room to move. The crying subsided into total desperation.
I wasn’t hungry. I wasn’t thirsty. I fell into a sort of delirium and
couldn’t eat, like when you have a high fever. When I managed
to think back, I imagined that without me, my Father might have
been able to escape from San Vittore, jump over the wall like
another detainee, Peppino Levi, had suggested. Or perhaps not.
I hugged him tightly. He was devastated, pale, with the reddened
eyes of someone who hadn’t slept for days. He begged me to eat
something. He still had a sliver of chocolate for me; I put it in my
mouth just to make him happy, but I couldn’t swallow anything.
A prayer group formed in the centre of the car: several pious
men – I remember Signor Silvera among them – rocked back and
forth for a long time reciting the Psalms. They seemed to go on
forever; they were the lucky ones. The hours went by, days and
nights went by, in total listlessness: it was difﬁcult to mark time.
Only a few still had a watch but even those privileged ones had
given up checking the time. Every now and then I saw someone
get up stifﬂy to try to ﬁgure out where we were, peering through
the grate, plugged with rags to keep the cold away from the
human cargo. We saw a landscape immersed in snow, small
beckoning houses, smoking chimneys, bell towers...
The train stopped as we were entering the Black Forest and
some were able to get off to get a bit of water and empty the foul
bucket, surrounded by SS guards armed to the teeth. My Father
and I also got off and for the ﬁrst time saw the words written on
the car: “Auschwitz bei Katowice”. We suddenly knew where we
were going. The train started again almost immediately and the
news of our destination plunged everyone into a state of silent
desperation. All in the car was silent on those last days. No one
cried anymore, no one complained. Everyone held silent with the
dignity and awareness of those facing their ﬁnal moments. Most
of us were on the eve of our death. There was nothing more to
say. We hugged our loved ones and gave them our love as a ﬁnal
good-bye. It was the essential silence of the decisive moments in
each person’s life.
And then, and then, and it was Auschwitz and the deafening
obscene clamour of the murderers all around us.

* The Italian Jews had suffered persecution since 1938 as a result
of the Fascist race laws; with the German occupation, after 8
September 1943, they were caught in a death trap: the all-out
manhunt had begun. Liliana Segre was 13 years old then and her
father, Alberto Segre, was 44. They tried to leave Italy but were turned
back at the Swiss border. They were arrested by the Italian police,
incarcerated and then deported to Auschwitz.
Only Liliana miraculously survived.
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Against indifference

Thanks to the initiative by Vice President of the Shoah Memorial, Roberto Jarach,
during the summer months in 2015, 2016 and 2017, the Memorial hosted
refugees in transit in Milan coming from over 26 different countries. Besides
being offered a stay for the night, over 7,500 guests including men, women and
children were provided with over 15,000 meals, thanks also to the collaboration
of volunteers from the Community of Sant’Egidio. In this way, history has been
put back on the right course: right where people suffered, afﬂicted refugees
have found solace. No longer an emblem of indifference, but of solidarity.

You may pledge your 0.5% IRPEF tax beneﬁt (cinque per mille)
to the Fondazione del Memoriale della Shoah di Milano
ONLUS, by ﬁlling out the dedicated section of your income tax
declaration and specifying the codice ﬁscale 974755500159.
Donating your 0.5% is a small gesture that costs you
nothing but provides a big help in allowing associations
working exclusively with volunteers to remain on their feet
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Fondazione Memoriale
della Shoah
Fondazione Memoriale della Shoah was founded in 2007
with the objective of creating a “workshop of memory”
in Milan. The ﬁnal plans, by Morpurgo de Curtis Architetti
Associati, were presented in 2008 on the occasion of
the agreement signed between the Ferrovie dello Stato
(Italian State Railways) and the Fondazione Memoriale
della Shoah. The ﬁrst stone was laid on 26 January 2010
and the “heart” of the Memorial was inaugurated on 27
January 2013: entrance hall, Wall of Indifference, access
ramp, Place of Reﬂection, four original railcars restored by
the Milan section of the Italian Railway Engineers, stone
plaques recording the dates and destinations of the
deportation trains, and the spiral stairway to the sublevel
where the auditorium and public facilities are located.
Work is still in progress on the library, the permanent
installations, the support facilities and the north entrance.

A DONATION TO COMPLETE THE MEMORIAL
– By credit transfer to: Fondazione Memoriale della Shoah
di Milano ONLUS, Banca Intesa San Paolo,
IBAN: IT43 H030 6909 6061 0000 0119 090
(Please specify on the payment memo whether you want your
name to appear on the list of donors to the Memorial)
– By Paypal or credit card:
http://www.memorialeshoah.it/contribute/?lang=en

CONTACT US
Book a visit at: prenotazioni@memorialeshoah.it
Book a school visit at:
www.memorialeshoah.it/school-tours/?lang=en
Register for meetings and events at:
eventi@memorialeshoah.it
Subscribe to our newsletter by sending an e-mail at:
eventi@memorialeshoah.it
@MemorialedellaShoah
www.youtube.com/channel/UC71wOU74ITTLJD2g-HVXwFg

Advise a visit to the Shoah Memorial to all your
friends on the social networks and with a review
on TripAdvisor to enable other people to live
this special experience.
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